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Terminal Metric Spaces ofFinitely Branching and Image Finite Linear ProcessesFranck van BreugelUniversit�a di Pisa, Department of Computer ScienceCorso Italia 40, 56125 Pisa, Italyfranck@di.unipi.itAbstractWell-known metric spaces for modelling �nitely branching and image �nite systems are shown to be (thecarrier of) terminal coalgebras. IntroductionIn the area of metric semantics, various metric structures have been proposed to model a wide spectrumof programming notions (see, e.g., [BV96]). In this paper, we focus on metric structures for modellingnondeterministic systems which may give rise to both terminating and nonterminating computations. Thesystems we have in mind are labelled transition systems [Kel76]. A large variety of programming notionscan be modelled by means of these systems (see, e.g., [Plo81]). The models we consider are linear (cf.[Pnu85]). In these models, the locations in a computation where a nondeterministic choice is made are notvisible. These linear models are usually contrasted with branching models (cf. [Gla90]). In those models,the positions in the computation where a nondeterministic choice is made are administrated.Typical examples of linear metric structures proposed in the literature are sets of words (see, e.g., [Niv79])and sets of pomsets (see, e.g., [BW90]). Other examples can be found in, e.g., [BW91]. Here, we concentrateon sets of �nite and in�nite words. The words over a set A of actions, denoted by A1, are provided witha Baire-like metric [Bai09]. The distance between two words is given in terms of the length of their longestcommon pre�x. The set Pn (A1) of nonempty sets of words is endowed with the induced Hausdor� metric[Hau14]. This space is not a metric space, but only a pseudometric space. The restriction to the subspacesPnk (A1) of nonempty and compact sets of words and Pnc (A1) of nonempty and closed sets of words givesus a complete metric space [Kur56, Hah32].Like in automata theory, one can associate to a labelled transition system hS;A;!; #i|where S is the(possibly in�nite) set of states, A is the (possibly in�nite) set of actions, ! is the transition relation, and# tells us in which states a computation may (but not necessarily has to) terminate|and an (initial) states 2 S, the corresponding languagef a1a2 : : : an j s = s0 a1�! s1 a2�! � � � an�! sn # g [ f a1a2 : : : j s = s0 a1�! s1 a2�! � � � g:In this way we assign to each system and state of the system a point of the linear space Pn (A1). Thesepoints we call the linear processes. The subspace Pnk (A1) is well-suited for handling �nitely branchinglabelled transition systems|a system is �nitely branching if every state has only �nitely many outgoingtransitions|and the subspace Pnc (A1) is used to deal with image �nite labelled transition systems|asystem is image �nite if every state has only �nitely many outgoing transitions labelled by the same action.Reminiscent to the classical result linking �nite automata and regular languages [Kle56], �nitely branchingsystems correspond to the points of the space Pnk (A1)|therefore we call these points the �nitely branching1



linear processes|and image �nite systems correspond to the points of the space Pnc (A1)|the points ofthis space are called the image �nite linear processes. These results are folklore (see, e.g., [Lan69]) and arebased on K�onig's lemma [K�on26].During the last decade the insight gradually grew that systems like the above mentioned labelled transitionsystems can be described as coalgebras. Among these coalgebras (of an endofunctor on a category), theterminal one plays an important role. It provides us with de�nitions and proofs by coinduction (see, e.g.,[JR97]). The branching metric structures introduced in [BZ82, BZ83] were already known to be the carrierof terminal coalgebras (see [RT92], cf. [Acz88, Bar93]). Here we show that also the above mentioned linearmetric structures are. This result can be exploited by coinductively de�ning operations on the metric spaces(e.g., the merge) and by coinductively proving properties of these operations (e.g., the commutativity of themerge). We do not provide the reader with such an example, because the examples presented in, e.g., [JR97]can be adapted to our setting straightforwardly. Our observation that the metric spaces of linear processesare terminal coalgebras shows that these spaces �t into the general coalgebra framework.Related linear structures have been studied in, e.g., [HP79, TJ93, RT93] in an order- and set-theoreticsetting. In those papers, only �nitely branching linear processes are considered. Here we also deal withimage �nite ones. In the other papers, the structures involved are supplied with a join operation. Also themetric spaces Pnk (A1) and Pnc (A1) have a natural join: the set-theoretic union. Whether all this canalso be carried out in a setting where the (complete) metric spaces are supplied with a (nonexpansive) joinoperation and how this relates to the work presented here is left for future research.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we introduce the metric spaces Pnk (A1) andPnc (A1). These metric spaces are shown to be the carrier of terminal coalgebras in Section 2. The readeris assumed to have some basic knowledge of metric spaces and category theory.AcknowledgementsI am thankful to Jaco de Bakker, Michael Barr, Pierre-Louis Curien, Claudio Hermida, Bart Jacobs, PrakashPanangaden, Jan Rutten, and Erik de Vink for discussion.1 The metric spaces Pnk (A1) and Pnc (A1)The well-known complete metric spaces Pnk (A1) and Pnc (A1) of �nitely branching and image �nite linearprocesses are introduced. Furthermore, some simple operations on complete metric spaces1, which we needto de�ne the functors in the next section, are presented.To de�ne the spaces Pnk (A1) and Pnc (A1) we �rst endow the set A1 of �nite and in�nite words overthe nonempty set A of actions with the following Baire-like metric [Bai09].Definition 1 The function dA1 : A1 �A1 ! [0; 1] is de�ned bydA1 (w1; w2) = � 0 if w1 = w22�n otherwise,where n is the length of the longest common pre�x of w1 and w2.Exercise 2 Check that A1 is a complete metric space.Next, we endow the set Pn (A1) of nonempty sets of words with the induced Hausdor� metric [Hau14].This only gives us a pseudometric space but not a metric space. By restricting ourselves to the subspacesPnk (A1) of nonempty and compact sets of words and Pnc (A1) of nonempty and closed sets of words wedo get a metric space. On these subspaces the induced Hausdor� metric amounts to the following.1For the metric spaces hX; dXi we encounter in this paper, the set X is assumed to be nonempty and the metric dX ispresupposed to be 1-bounded. To simplify notations, we shall sometimes write X instead of hX;dXi.2



Definition 3 The function dPnk (A1) : Pnk (A1)� Pnk (A1)! [0; 1] is de�ned bydPnk (A1) (W1;W2) = max� maxw12W1 minw22W2 dA1 (w1; w2); maxw22W2 minw12W1 dA1 (w2; w1)	and the function dPnc (A1) : Pnc (A1)� Pnc (A1)! [0; 1] is de�ned bydPnc (A1) (W1;W2) = max� supw12W1 infw22W2 dA1 (w1; w2); supw22W2 infw12W1 dA1 (w2; w1)	:Note that in the compact case, we can replace sup and inf by max and min, respectively.Proposition 4 (Kuratowski and Hahn) Pnk (A1) and Pnc (A1) are complete metric spaces.Proof See [Kur56, Lemma 3] and [Hah32, x 9.6 and x 18.10]. 2We conclude this section with some simple operations on complete metric spaces. We start with an elementaryExample 5 The set 1 = f0g with the obvious metric d1 is a complete metric space.The operation that leaves the set unchanged and multiplies the metric by a 12 is considered inExercise 6 Let hX; dXi be a complete metric space. Verify that hX; 12dXi is also a complete metric space.Given a nonempty set I and a complete metric space hX; dXi, we turn the set I ! X of functions from I toX into a complete metric space as follows.Definition 7 The function dI!X : (I ! X) � (I ! X) ! [0; 1] is de�ned bydI!X (f1; f2) = supi2I dX (f1 (i); f2 (i)):Exercise 8 Check that I ! X is a complete metric space.Let I be a nonempty set and, for all i 2 I, let hXi; dXii be a complete metric space. By `i2I Xi we denotethe disjoint union of the Xi's. The elements of this disjoint union are written as hi; xi where x 2 Xi fori 2 I. Instead of `i2f0;1gXi we usually write X0 qX1 and we sometimes use 2 �X to denote X qX.Definition 9 The function d`i2I Xi :`i2I Xi �`i2I Xi ! [0; 1] is de�ned byd`i2I Xi (x1; x2) = � dXi (x1; x2) if x1, x2 2 Xi1 otherwise.Exercise 10 Prove that `i2I Xi is a complete metric space.3



2 Pnk (A1) and Pnc (A1) are terminal coalgebrasA category CMS of complete metric spaces and endofunctors FB and IF on this category are introduced.Both functors are shown to have a unique (up to isomorphism) �xed point which is a terminal coalgebra.Furthermore, the space Pnk (A1) of �nitely branching linear processes and the space Pnc (A1) of image�nite linear processes are proved to be �xed points of FB and IF , respectively.Definition 11 The category CMS has complete metric spaces as objects and nonexpansive functions asarrows.Exercise 12 Verify that CMS is indeed a category. Prove that `i2I Xi is a coproduct object in CMS .Obviously, ` can be extended to a functor. Also the constant 1 can be turned straightforwardly into afunctor. The extension of the operations 12 and I ! to functors is left asExercise 13 Extend 12 and I ! to an endofunctor on CMS .The functors FB and IF are composed of the above introduced functors. By Pnf (A) and Pn (A) we denotethe set of nonempty and �nite sets of actions and the set of nonempty sets of actions, respectively.Theorem 14 The endofunctorsFB = 1q 2 � ( aI2Pnf (A)(I ! 12�)) (1)and IF = 1q 2 � ( aI2Pn (A)(I ! 12�)) (2)on CMS have a unique (up to isomorphism) �xed point which is a terminal coalgebra.Proof From [AR89, Theorem 5.4] we can derive that the functors|our functor ` being the obviousgeneralization of their + |are locally contractive (see [RT92, De�nition 4.2]). Hence, we can conclude from[RT92, Corollary 4.9] that the functors have a unique (up to isomorphism) �xed point which is a terminalcoalgebra. 2From the results of [Bar93] we can deduce that the corresponding endofunctors on Set|these are obtainedby simply forgetting about the metric|also have a terminal coalgebra. We conjecture that similar resultscan also be obtained in the order-theoretic setting.Let hX; fi be an FB-coalgebra, i.e. X is a complete metric space and f : X ! FB (X) is a nonexpansivefunction. We can view X as a state space. From f we can derive a transition relation and a terminationpredicate as follows. Consider a state x 2 X. We distinguish three cases.� Let f (x) = h0; 0i. Then we cannot make a transition from the state x, but we may terminate in x.� Let f (x) = h1; I; ci. The set I consists of the (initial) actions the outgoing transitions of the state xare indexed by. The function c : I ! 12X gives us for each initial action a its continuation c (a): thestate reached from x by the transition labelled by a. Furthermore, the state x is not a terminatingone.� Let f (x) = h2; I; ci. The only di�erence with the previous case is that we may terminate in the state x.4



Note that the obtained system is �nitely branching. Furthermore, the system is nondeterministic, i.e. nostate has multiple outgoing transitions with the same label. Like in automata theory, one can easily constructfor a nondeterministic system a corresponding deterministic one. Similarly, IF-coalgebras can be viewedas image �nite systems. The way these systems are described is reminiscent to the interpretation of statemachines in [Han97].Theorem 15 Pnk (A1) and Pnc (A1) are a �xed point of (1) and (2), respectively.In the rest of this section we prove that Pnk (A1) is a �xed point of (1). The fact that Pnc (A1) is a �xedpoint of (2) can be shown similarly. Combining Theorem 14 and 15, we can conclude that Pnk (A1) andPnc (A1) are terminal coalgebras|the result announced in the abstract.To conclude that Pnk (A1) is a �xed point of (1) we have to show that Pnk (A1) is isomorphic toFB (Pnk (A1)) in CMS . For that purpose we introduce the functions e and p,Pnk (A1) //e FB (Pnk (A1))oo pshow that these functions are arrows of CMS , and prove that they form an isomorphism in the category.Definition 16 The function e : Pnk (A1)! FB (Pnk (A1)) is de�ned bye (W ) = 8><>: h0; 0i if W = f�gh1; I; ci if � 62Wh2; I; ci otherwise,whereI = f a 2 A j aw 2W for some w 2 A1 gand the function c : I ! 12Pnk (A1) is given byc (a) = fw 2 A1 j aw 2W g:The function p : FB (Pnk (A1))! Pnk (A1) is de�ned byp h0; 0i = f�gp h1; I; ci = f aw 2 A1 j a 2 I and w 2 c (a) gp h2; I; ci = f aw 2 A1 j a 2 I and w 2 c (a) g [ f�g:Exercise 17 Check that the functions e and p are well-de�ned.Next, we verify that the functions e and p are nonexpansive.Proposition 18 The functions e and p are arrows of CMS .Proof We only show that p is nonexpansive. The nonexpansiveness of e can be proved similarly. We onlyconsider the following case. The other cases can be dealt with similarly or are trivial.dPnk (A1) (p h1; I; c1i; p h1; I; c2i)= dPnk (A1) (f aw 2 A1 j a 2 I and w 2 c1 (a) g; f aw 2 A1 j a 2 I and w 2 c2 (a) g)= supa2I dPnk (A1) (f aw 2 A1 j w 2 c1 (a) g; f aw 2 A1 j w 2 c2 (a) g)= supa2I 12 � dPnk (A1) (c1 (a); c2 (a))= d (h1; I; c1i; h1; I; c2i): 25
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